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Your monthly dose of news you
can use:
Colleagues and friends,
We have been greatly impressed by the incredible work we see
being done by pharmacists, nurses, and all healthcare workers in
response to COVID-19. It is an honor to be part of the heatlhcare
profession and we applaud you all.

Here at Visante, we've been finding ways to support the important
work of our colleagues by hosting webinar briefings by experts in
the field and providing resources as they become available. We'd
like to thank the presenters for their excellent presentations and
thank everyone who has attended or viewed recordings. (See
below for webinar information.)

PP&P 13th Annual National Survey–State of Sterile
Compounding
Pharmacy Purchasing & Products released its findings for this
year's annual State of Sterile Compounding Survey. On
Wednesday, May 13 at 1 PM Eastern, Fred Massoomi and Greg
Burger will present key takeaways from the survey results and
also the 2020 NIOSH Hazardous Drugs List. The webinar is free
and all attendees receive access to slides and the recording.
Register here.

9 strategies you should consider NOW re: your PBM
Despite COVID-19 and stay at home orders, active and
furloughed employees continue to fill prescriptions and begin new
treatments. As a result, Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs) have
moved quickly to develop new strategies and policies. What do
the changes mean for plan sponsor costs and drug trend? Jennifer
Wilson provides this list of 9 important strategies to consider.

Identifying at-risk compounding staff
As appeared in PP&P this month, Visante's Fred Massoomi
provides practical advice on how to identify
compounding staff who may be at-risk for COVID-19. It helps to
understand the difference between a common cold and the virus,
as described in the article and educate and screen staff members.

COVID-19 RESOURCE – Updated regularly
Critical care pharmacy expert Judi Jacobi (PharmD, FCCP,
MCCM, BCCCP) continually updates this excellent resource for
hospital pharmacy concerning COVID-19 updates. You can find it
here. 

Visante webinars re: COVID-19
Again, thank you to everyone for their excellent presentations of
timely and practical guidance. Here is a list of recent webinars
which are available for viewing. We also took the time to curate
this list of FAQs in response to attendee feedback. (Note: we have
begun posting recordings on Vimeo because some of our
attendees cannot access the live Zoom feed.)

Visante's Guidance & Strategies for COVID-19 (March 25)

Notes from the Epicenter with NYU Langone's Arash
Dabestani (April 8)

Managing Medications for COVID-19 Critical Care Patients in
the ICU (April 15)

Insights from the Heartland–Nebraska Medical pharmacy
team (April 23)

NEW WEBINAR Wed. May 13, 1 PM ET: Important
Considerations Concerning the State of Sterile Compounding and
2020 NIOSH Hazardous Drug List
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VISANTE WELCOMES

We are excited to announce that Steve Rough
(MS, RPH, FASHP) has joined Visante as a
Senior Vice President. Steve comes to us
from the University of Wisconsin (UW)
Madison where he was the Senior Director
of Pharmacy for the past 16 years. He will
join our team in working with health
systems, pharmaceutical manufacturers,
health plans, managed care organizations,
and technology innovations. Steve will be a
great asset to our clients as he brings
experience and knowledge in all aspects of
hospital pharmacy.

A HUGE ROUND OF
APPLAUSE 

!!

Here's Gina Murray (MSN, RN, CNML)
from Visante who is one of many heroes
caring for COVID-19 patients. We applaud
Gina and all the healthcare workers on the
front lines. THANK YOU!

 
NEW PRODUCT INNOVATION

Remote review of sterile
compounding clean rooms using
new technology tool
With our technology partner Pharmacy Stars,
we now offer Compounding 360 compliance
tool for USP 797 and 800, and an augmented
reality training tool called AR-360. A special
3D camera is provided to film our client’s
clean rooms, which allows us to generate
realistic, fully immersive experiences within
the filmed cleanrooms. Often this includes
embedded how-to videos and explainer text
through the virtual space, thereby
augmenting the experience. Contact us to
arrange a demo.
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